Abstract-Multi-objective particle swarm optimization has two different points from single objective one. The first point is guide position selection methods for personal best and global best. The second one is the usage of an archive to preserve good positions for Pareto optimal set. In this paper, we consider a guide selection problem in multiobjective particle swarm optimization. A selection method for the personal best that depends on one objective function among plural objective functions is presented. Then, a selection method for the global best that selects among the archived position due to one objective function is presented. The performances of the proposed methods are evaluated by the benchmark problems for the evolutionary multiobjective optimization algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) was developed by inspiring with social behavior that is observed in nature such as flocks of birds and schools of fish [1] , [2] . PSO is one of the population based search methods, and it uses stochastic behavior of each components of population called "particle". PSO has been receiving much attention since it has powerful search ability in the function optimization problems. Then, several improvements have been introduced to PSO in order to apply it to the multimodal function optimization avoiding local optima. The use of particles topology is one of such techniques, and the aim of topology is to keep appropriate balance between exploration and exploitation. This balancing is common issue in population based optimization algorithms.
On the other hand, multi-objective optimization using PSO has been studied in recent years. There are two major differences from single objective PSO. The first one is use of an archive to reserve Pareto optimal candidates and the second one is a strategy for finding the appropriate guide positions for multi-objective optimization [3] , [4] . For example, Mostaghim and Teich proposed a sigma method [5] . A sigma method selects the best local guides for each particle mainly improving the convergence to the Pareto front. Coello Coello et. al. introduced the global guide selection method based on Pareto optimality and hypercube in the objective function space to maintain the diversity of the archived positions [6] .
There are two important issues in designing a multiobjective PSO. One is a convergence speed to the Pareto front, and the other is coverage on the Pareto front, i.e., it required that the solutions should be cover the Pareto front uniformly and widely. In the other words, the balance between exploration and exploitation is significant in multi-objective PSO. For example, a multi-objective PSO proposed by Coello Coello et. al. [6] employs a guide selection strategy based on the density of the archived solutions, it pays attention to the exploration. While a sigma method pays attention to the exploitation. However it is also important to find solutions near by the bound region of the Pareto optimal set in multiobjective PSO. In this paper, we consider a guide selection method by using one objective function evaluation among plural objective functions in order to maintain search capability for the bound region of the Pareto optimal set. This selection strategy is applied to the personal best selection or the global best selection. The referring objective function is changed in a cyclic manner to perform multi-objective search. Numerical studies are carried out to show the feature of the proposed selection methods.
II. MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
There are plural demands or goals in many existing decision making problem and also there exists tradeoff among such objective. To deal with this kind of optimization problem, the multi-objective optimization problem is formulated such as,
In multi-objective optimization, two concepts i.e. "domination" and the "Pareto optimum" are considered to consider a tradeoff among objective functions.
x x x 1 is said to "dominate" x x x 2 , if and only if
and
Then, x x x 0 which is not dominated by any other x x x is called "Pareto optimal solution," and Pareto optimal set is called "Pareto front" (See Fig. 1 ). Pareto optimal solution is considered to be the best solution comprehensively and many Pareto optimal solutions exist simultaneously, in general. Since evolutionary computations including PSO are able to obtain many candidates of solution, solving such multi-objective problem by using evolutionary computations is considered as a promising approach to multi-objective optimization or decision making. So multio-bjective evolutionary computation has been much studied in this decade.
III. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is multi point stochastic search algorithms. A behavior of search points called "particle" in PSO is said to be imitated birds flocks or fish school. The particle is searching the optima in parallel using its own guide and shared guide.
Assume that the position of i th particle is denoted by
where D is the number of dimensions. The movement of particles follows Eq. (1).
Here, v i,d (t) indicates the d th element of velocity of i th particle at time instant t. The guides are represented by p i,d and g d , where p i,d is an element of personal guide that is the best position found by particle i, and g d is an element of global guide that is the best position found by the all particles. w is the inertia weight, r 1 and r 2 are two random numbers uniformly distributed in the range (0, 1), and c 1 and c 2 are the acceleration factors. The position and velocity update of a particle is shown in Fig.2 IV. GUIDE SELECTION STRATEGY There are two major differences from single objective PSO. The first one is use of an archive to reserve Pareto optimal candidates and the second one is a strategy for finding the appropriate guide positions for multi-objective optimization. See Fig.3 . In "Updare archive" process, a new non-dominated position which is compared with archived members is stored. The archived members are Pareto optimal candidates. Then almost multi-obective particle swarm algorithms employ a guide selection strategy based on the Pareto dominance for the personal best [4] . If a particle finds a better position under the Pareto dominance concept, then the personal best is updated. There are two typical manners, that is 1) if a new non-dominated position is found, in other words even if a new particle position is indifferent, the personal best is always updated and 2) the personal best is updated at random if a new nondominated position is found. See Fig.4 .
-
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• p p p new : If a new non-dominated position is found, in other words even if a new particle position is indifferent, the personal best is always updated.
• p p p rand : The personal best is updated at random, if a new nondominated position is found. Usually the probabilities are set equally to update or not. In this paper, we consider a simple strategy that the personal best is updated when it makes an improvement for current interest objective function among plural objective functions. See Fig.5 . The current interest objective function is changed in a cyclic manner to perform multi-objective search. The selection of the global best from the archived solutions is also considered in the same manner. The archive set is updated by the conventional manner. However the guide is selected as the best position according to the current interest objective function among plural objective functions. Note that the either guide selection method is applied to the original multiobjective particle swarm.
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATION STUDIES
The numerical experiments are carried out to evaluate the proposed guide selection methods by using several benchmark problems [7] . Preparatory for numerical simulation, we introduce two performance measures to compare algorithms by numerical index.
HyperVolume
We use two performance indexes in this study. The first one is HV [8] (HyperVolume measure) defined as follows. Here, R f denotes the reference points set on the Pareto front, F represents the archived candidates. δ (X) indicates hypervolume of objective function space dominated by particle X (See Fig.6 ). Using this measure, we can obtain a difference between the referenced Pareto front (true Pareto front) and approximated one by archived particles. So, if HV (F 1 ) > HV (F 2 ), then we can say F 2 is better than F 1 . We use well known benchmark problems for multiobjective optimization in continuous function. Here we present the results for ZDT1, ZDT3 and DTLZ1 with three objective functions.
The design variables are denoted by x x x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x D ) ). ZDT [7] is a bi-objective minimization problem of f 1 (·) and f 2 (·) that are defined as follows.
Where, x j ∈ [0, 1], j = 1, 2, . . . , D, and the number of dimension D = 30 for ZDT. For ZDT1, g(x x x) and h(x x x) are
respectively. For ZDT3, these two functions are defined as
respectively. DTLZ1 is able to design more than three objective minimization problem. Here we use three objective that is minimization of f 1 (x x x), f 2 (x x x) and f 3 (x x x) defined as follows.
Where, g(x x x) is defined as follows,
Here, x j ∈ [0, 1], j = 1, 2, . . . , D, and the number of dimension D = 7.
We carried out experiments with following configuration of a particle swarm, the number of particle is 100, the maximum number of iteration is 2000, the inertia weight w = 0.4 and two coefficients are c 1 = c 2 = 2.0. The cycle to change a current interest objective is 10 and 100. For each 10 or 100 iteration, a guide selection criteria for either the personal best or global best is shifted.
In this experiment, the conventional multi-objective PSO [6] [5], multi-objective PSO with simple personal best selection and multi-objective PSO with simple global best selection are compared.
---------------------
• Experiment 1 The personal best is selected by p NEW or simple strategy and the the global best selection is selected by using the crowding distance.
• Experiment 2 The personal best is selected by p NEW or simple strategy and the the global best selection is selected by sigma-PSO.
• Experiment 3 The personal best is selected by p NEW and the global best selection is selected by the crowding distance or a simple strategy. The experiments showed that a simple guide selection strategy gives rather faster convergence to optimal Pareto front. In particular, a usage of this strategy for the global best selection is effective. As shown in TABLE II and III, PSO that uses the proposed guide selection gives smaller HyperVolume values. It indicates that the obtained solutions are better according to both uniformity and width. We also note that a diversity of the archived member is better for a simple strategy, because it tends to particles move to the boundary.
VI. CONCLUSION
Guide selection strategies for multi-objective particle swarm have been considered in this paper. A simple guide selection strategy that selects either the personal best or the global best according to one current interesting objective among plural objective functions is evaluated by the well known benchmark problems.
The experiments showed that a simple guide selection strategy gives rather faster convergence to optimal Pareto front and smaller HyperVolume values. A usage of this strategy for the global best selection is more effective.
A determination of a suitable rotation cycle and order is a meta problem. Application to the many objective (more than three objective) case will be considered. A usage of the local best model is now under investigation in order to keep more appropriate balance.
